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Overview

• Renormalization Group Overview

• Information Theoretic Preliminaries

• Real Space Mutual Information

• Better ways to do this?

• The ML and Physics Friendship



Renormalization Group

• Example: Block Spin Renormalization Group



Renormalization Group

• Describe system in terms of block variables (ex: average 
spin of the block)

• Use the ‘same form’ for the Hamiltonian, except defined 
over blocks, with different values for the parameters (ex: 
coupling strength)

• Change in parameters after renormalization defines a RG 
Flow

• Limit of flow often leads to fixed point characterizations (ex: 
Ising ferromagnetic/ paramagnetic) 



Another Perspective

• Sufficient Statistic: A statistic (function) of the data that 
contains all of the information with respect to some model 
(ex: mean/ variance with Gaussians)

• Can think of RG as a (lossy) compression, for some course 
graining operation R, data X, and measure of ‘macro scale 
properties’ Y, want: 



Super Quick Info Theory Definitions

• (Shannon) Entropy
• Measure of uncertainty in a random variable, how ‘spread out’ is the 

distribution?

• Mutual Information
• Measure of similarity between two random variables, reduction in 

uncertainty when we know another variable

Discrete

Continuous



Learning Relevant Degrees of Freedom?

• For a given model, RG procedure is often explicitly defined ( 
what are the fast/ slow degrees of freedom, what is the 
course graining procedure, how many steps to take, what is 
the relevant macro scale property?)

• What if we wanted to learn the relevant degrees of freedom 
and course graining automatically in a data driven way?





Real Space Mutual Information

• Algorithm:
• Estimate data marginals using RBM’s and contrastive divergence 

training
• Use these data estimates to optimize another RBM between ’hidden’ 

degrees of freedom (a function of some small subset of sites) and 
the environment (the remaining sites) through gradient descent



Restricted Boltzmann Machines

• Hamiltonian (Energy Function) given by:

• Boltzmann distribution:



Contrastive Divergence

• Speed up sampling from Restricted Boltzmann Machines
• Want P(X), run a Markov Chain to convergence using Gibbs 

Sampling
• Gibbs Sampling in RBM’s:

• Fix value of hidden, sample marginal probability of a single spin 
conditioned on all other spins

• Fix value of observed, sample marginal probability of hidden 
conditioned on other hidden

• Repeat many times
• Contrastive Divergence:

• Initialize Markov Chain close to target distribution, not randomly
• Samples of P(X) not gathered after chain convergence, gathered 

after k steps of Gibbs sampling (often k=1)



Real Space Mutual Information

• Intuition behind I(H:E) as a measure of macro scale 
information:
• Hidden variables H should contain information in V that overlaps 

with E
• If E contained all the information in V, H would try to copy V
• By restricting the support/ number of variables in H, can ensure that 

V can never be fully copied, introducing some potential information 
loss each renormalization step



Possible Issues

• Each renormalization step is computationally expensive 
(relies on many Monte Carlo samples to construct data 
distribution, and maximizes I(H:E) at every step for some 
partition)

• Depending on the information present in the subset V, a 
renormalization step may result in undesirable loss of 
information about macro scale



Possible Alternatives

• Shameless plug: Multivariate Mutual Information
• Mutual Information: How much information is shared between two 

random variables?
• Multivariate Mutual Information: How much information is shared 

between a group of random variables?

• Information among a group of random variables can be 
shared in different ways! (Redundantly, Synergistically)



Redundancy as Macro Scale

• One interpretation of macro scale properties of a system 
corresponds to information in a system that is consistently 
repeated

• Extracting / preserving redundant information (if present) 
would have a similar effect as a large number of 
renormalization course graining steps

• There are measures of multivariate mutual information that 
are maximized for redundancy (total correlation)



Redundancy as Macro Scale

• There are efficient algorithms (O(n) time !) for extracting 
redundancy in a similar fashion as Real Space Mutual 
Information
• https://github.com/gregversteeg

• Next step: run it and see if it works!



Final Note

• Physics helps ML, ML helps Physics?


